PRACTICAL & SUCCESSFUL EMPLOYMENT SOLUTIONS
When it comes to resolving complex labor and employment issues, SULLIVAN, SCHENO, CAMPANE & CONNON, LLC has established itself as the firm to see. Sullivan, Schoen's hallmark is delivering favorable results even in cases that others have said cannot be won. The firm's experience, innovation & unrelenting commitment to detail has enabled the firm to realize millions in cost savings for its clients at the negotiation table and to establish themselves as leaders in Eastern Connecticut. Sullivan, Schoen's clients include school districts, municipalities, other public sector employers and private businesses. Much of Sullivan, Schoen's work focuses on representing the interests of employers, and in addition to negotiations & litigation, the firm works with clients to develop employee handbooks, create employment contracts, establish non-compete, confidentiality & severance agreements, conduct training programs, manage employee policies and perform workplace investigations. Sullivan, Schoen also counsels & represents school boards in all areas of education law, including student discipline, special education, Title IX compliance and the Freedom of Information Act.

Sullivan, Schoen, Campane & Connon, LLC
646 Prospect Ave
Hartford, CT 06119

ATTORNEY GENERAL & PERSONAL PRACTICE
ATTORNEY LYNNE A. USTACH states that when it comes to the major life change of divorce, it is critical to seek answers early and become familiar with your legal rights & obligations. Even if you think you may be dividing, she says that it is crucial to prepare for and understand the divorce process.

Lyenne has 29 years of professional experience in family law & related matters. Initially, she makes an effort to stabilize her client's financial situation. This may require obtaining court orders concerning child custody and support & child support. Many times issues can be resolved amicably, and a separation agreement can be created in all phases of dental care from one of the areas most affected by her clients. She has the obligation to counsel her clients to counsel, advise, negotiate, and keep her clients fully informed & participatory throughout the process of divorce. Her general practice includes personal injury, Workers' Comp and residential real estate.

Attorney Lynne A. Ustach
450 Main St, Ste 202 • New Britain, CT 06051
(860)223-3999 • www.lynnestach.com

CRIMINAL DEFENSE & PERSONAL INJURY
With 35 years of experience, ATTORNEYS ANTHONY F. PAGANO & BRADLEY B. PAGANO have concentrated primarily in criminal defense matters and have handled hundreds of complex matrimonial & family law cases. They offer personal & accessible representation with a reputation for results.

Anthony F. Pagano is a trial lawyer in state & federal courts. Tony's philosophy is grounded in the strong belief that his clients should be fully informed about every aspect of their case as the case progresses. His areas of interest include violent crimes, sexual assault, DWI & traffic violations, drug crimes, child abuse & neglect, white-collar crimes, armed robbery & burglary, domestic violence & assault and probation & parole violations. His general practice includes personal injury & auto accidents. For your initial consultation there is no charge.

Law Offices of Anthony F. Pagano
263 Main St • Manchester, CT 06040
(860)649-7535 • tony@pagano.com

PROFESSIONAL COURT REPORTING SERVICES
UNITED REPORTERS, INC. is a professional provider of court reporting, transcription, litigation support and case management services. Their decades of experience combined with their network of Courthouse Reporters nationwide enable them to be virtually anywhere at any time. As technology has advanced, the firm has kept pace by developing and providing state-of-the-art litigation support and case management services.

Brandon Smith Reporting & Video, LLC
249 Pearl St • Hartford, CT 06103
(860)549-1850 • (800)852-4589
www.brandonsmithreporting.com

PUTTING SMILES ON FACES FOR 20 YEARS
A doctor & staff caring enough to listen to you is a concern that many consider important in their oral healthcare provider. Of the many dentists to choose from in this area, people want to find a caring, gentle dentist with expert skills to treat their families. With SAVVAS D. MINTATOS, DMD, you will receive the best in dental care. Their warm, professional & caring staff makes every effort to keep you comfortable during & after your treatment while utilizing the latest techniques. Dr. Mintatos provides general & cosmetic dentistry, including bonding, enamel shaping, whitening, non-surgical gum treatments, veneers, sealants, extractions, implants, crown & bridge for missing teeth, fillings, ultrasonic cleaning, periodontics, root canals and oral cancer detection. They provide the welcome forms of care that you want. Preventive measures are the surest measure to achieve a lifetime of healthy teeth and a bright smile.

Savvas D. Mintatos, DMD
377 Franklin Ave • Hartford, CT 06114
(860)296-9910 • www.savvasmintatos.com

CROWN & BRIDGE FABRICATION SPECIALISTS
Maureen Kummer, the President/Owner of NEWINGTON DENTAL LAB, INC., has created a dental laboratory that is especially suited to dentists seeking a company with people fully knowledgeable in crown & bridge dentistry. Maureen has more than 40 years of experience and specializes in feldspathic veneers, combination precision casts & implants. Maureen & her staff are proud of the fact that Newington Dental Lab is renowned for providing work of the highest technical and aesthetic quality. FOR THE DENTAL PROFESSION ONLY.

Newington Dental Lab, Inc.
100 Market Sq • Newington, CT 06111
(860)666-5886
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